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From his early horror movies, including Scanners, Videodrome, Rabid, and The Fly—with their

exploding heads, mutating sex organs, rampaging parasites, and scientists turning into insects

—to his inventive adaptations of books by William Burroughs (Naked Lunch), Don DeLillo

(Cosmopolis), and Bruce Wagner (Maps to the Stars), Canadian director David Cronenberg (b.

1943) has consistently dramatized the struggle between the aspirations of the mind and the

messy realities of the flesh. “I think of human beings as a strange mixture of the physical and

the non-physical, and both of these things have their say at every moment we’re alive,” says

Cronenberg. “My films are some kind of strange metaphysical passion play.” Moving deftly

between genre and arthouse filmmaking and between original screenplays and literary

adaptations, Cronenberg’s work is thematically consistent and marked by a rigorous

intelligence, a keen sense of humor, and a fearless engagement with the nature of human

existence. He has been exploring the most primal themes since the beginning of his career and

continues to probe them with growing maturity and depth.Cronenberg’s work has drawn the

interest of some of the most intelligent contemporary film critics, and the fifteen interviews in

this volume feature remarkably in-depth and insightful conversations with such acclaimed

writers as Amy Taubin, Gary Indiana, David Breskin, Dennis Lim, Richard Porton, Gavin Smith,

and more. The pieces herein reveal Cronenberg to be one of the most articulate and deeply

philosophical directors now working, and they comprise an essential companion to an

endlessly provocative and thoughtful body of work.
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IntroductionA scientist’s head explodes. A woman grows a bloodsucking phallic organ in her

armpit. A mother gives birth to manifestations of her rage.These are just some of the images

from David Cronenberg’s early films that established the audacious Canadian director as a

master of body horror. “The very purpose was to show the unshowable, to speak the

unspeakable,” says Cronenberg of these early films, in an interview with William Beard and

Piers Handling reprinted in this book.However, as startling as some of his films may be,

Cronenberg’s goal was never merely to shock. His work finds bold ways to raise questions

about the nature of the human experience. Cronenberg reminds us that our existence is

contained within the messy and impermanent reality of the body and that our consciousness is

influenced by the subconscious impulses of the id, and by that maelstrom of memory, desire,

repression, and creativity that all—to use part of the original title of his first feature film—comes

from within.As the interviews in this volume reveal, Cronenberg is a philosopher at heart. And

flipping through these pages, you will find references to Jean-Paul Sartre, Friedrich Nietzsche,

Marshall McLuhan, Arthur Schopenhauer, Bertrand Russell, and Sigmund Freud, to name a

few. But while his work is filled with ideas, it is also grounded in the very physicality of the

filmmaking medium. In these wide-ranging, witty, and thoughtful discussions, Cronenberg is

always moving between the profound ideas that his films explore and the highly practical

demands of the production process, and of his work with actors and craftspeople.The Shape of

Rage: The Films of David Cronenberg, edited by Piers Handling and published in 1983 just

after the release of Videodrome, was the first major monograph devoted to the director’s work.

An extensive interview by Handling and William Beard looks at Cronenberg’s early life, and the



paradox to some, that a nurturing and serene childhood in a book-filled Toronto home, with a

father who was a writer and a mother who was a musician, could result in the development of

an artist known as “the Baron of Blood.”As the director muses, “The standard way of looking at

Shivers is as a tragedy, but there’s a paradox in it that also extends to the way society looks at

me. Here is a man who walks around and is sweet, he likes people, he’s warm, friendly, he’s

articulate, and he makes these horribly diseased, grotesque, disgusting movies. Now what’s

real? Those things are both real for the person standing outside. For me, those two parts of

myself are inextricably bound together. The reason I’m secure is because I’m crazy. The

reason I’m stable is because I’m nuts.”With a series of high-profile films in the 1980s, released

by major US studios—The Dead Zone, The Fly, and Dead Ringers—Cronenberg further

continued to work in the somewhat disreputable genre of horror to examine fundamental

concerns about the nature of identity. He discusses this with George Hickenlooper in a 1989

interview for Cineaste. “Horror is not frivolous,” Cronenberg says. “It seems to cut away all the

extraneous material and get right down to the basics.” The Fly, for example, features the

spectacular and gruesome transformation of Jeff Goldblum’s character into an insect. “If you

change yourself extremely in a physical way and consequently change yourself mentally, then

are you the same person?” he asks.William Burroughs’s Naked Lunch is a hallucinatory,

audacious, and seemingly unfilmable novel that follows a junkie’s journeys to Tangier and then

the dreamlike Interzone. Banned in the US after its 1959 publication in Paris, it was adapted by

Cronenberg, who turned it into a subjective and surreal portrait of the writing process. As he

tells novelist Gary Indiana in the Village Voice article published here, “It’s true that the movie is

stepping back one step from Burroughs’s writing, let’s say, and it’s discussing the act of writing

and maybe the addiction to writing, the need, the incredible need to write. In that sense it’s not

a real replication of the book. I think what has really resulted is a third thing. It’s something that

is a fusion of me and Burroughs … It discusses the book, let’s say, rather than actually being

an attempt to portray the book.”The deepest dive into the filmmaker’s life and his creative

process in this book is David Breskin’s monumental and deeply revealing interview that was

originally published in his book Inner Views: Filmmakers in Conversation. Recorded in two long

sessions, the interview was originally for a Rolling Stone profile timed to the release of Naked

Lunch. But the full version, around thirty thousand words, offers vivid details such as

Cronenberg’s childhood memory of his grandmother who lived in his family’s house and had an

amputated leg. Breskin and Cronenberg speculate about how this may have influenced his

body consciousness. And in the midst of this long discussion is a statement that could serve as

Cronenberg’s credo: “As an artist, your responsibility is to be irresponsible.”After Naked Lunch,

Cronenberg’s next film, an adaptation of David Henry Hwang’s Tony–award winning play M.

Butterfly may have felt like a relatively mainstream choice. But as he explains to film critic

Carrie Rickey, the project contained what Cronenberg called his three main interests: ‘‘What

you’ve got is, one, my theory that sexuality is a human invention; two, you’ve got people

inventing their own realities, it’s a clear act of willed imagination; and three, you’ve got people

writing the opera of their lives.”Focused on a group of people who find erotic pleasure in car

accidents, Crash sparked a censorship controversy in England. But as always with

Cronenberg, the provocations of the imagery and the story line were at the service of a serious

inquiry. In Crash, Cronenberg finds in J. G. Ballard’s novel a connection to his own use of

science fiction to speculate about human evolution and transformation, as he explains to Gavin

Smith in a Film Comment interview:“When I started to read Crash I was thinking of Ballard as a

sci-fi writer, and the book does have a kind of a sci-fi tone. These people are different from us.

Maybe we are their ancestors. The sci-fi element in the book that is so hard to define is exactly



that: the psychology and perhaps the physiology as well, in some subtle way, is not what we

consider normal, and it could be seen as where we’re going.”After Crash, Cronenberg directed

eXistenZ, his first film from an original script since Videodrome, a science-fiction thriller set

within a virtual reality videogame. Cronenberg tells Richard Porton in a Cineaste interview, “the

stuff I read before I write now is almost all philosophy. Schopenhauer, for example, The World

as Will and Representation. You could almost give this movie that title.”eXistenZ is an

existential puzzle, with the action unfolding in different layers of reality and subjectivity; the

same description applies to Spider, an adaptation of Philip McGrath’s novel about a recovering

schizophrenic haunted by childhood memories. In a conversation I had with Cronenberg at

Museum of the Moving Image, he outlines the different levels of reality that the film depicts:

“We had memory, we had infected memory, and then we had imagination.”A History of

Violence, starring Viggo Mortensen and Maria Bello, may be the closest Cronenberg has come

to making a mainstream thriller, but again the film takes us inside a split personality; an

American family man and diner owner who has a secret violent past. The film is discussed here

in two interviews. Talking to Dennis Lim for the Village Voice about the film’s ambivalent view of

the acts of violence committed by its protagonist, Cronenberg says, “I’m never certain enough

of myself to take the moral high ground.” Talking with Nicolas Rapold for the online publication

Stop Smiling, he muses on the importance of his work with actors and, specifically, how Viggo

Mortensen was an ideal collaborator: “Viggo is a complete actor. He is very visceral, but he’s

also very cerebral. He can connect the two. He really understands the meaning of the body.

Actors are so much body.”Cronenberg’s next film, Eastern Promises, was another crime thriller

—this time set in London in the world of the Russian mafia—and it also starred Mortensen. In a

conversation with me that included Steven Knight, the writer of the source novel, Cronenberg

delved into some of the work’s key themes, including rebirth and reinvention, but also said that

he doesn’t think in abstractions when he’s making the film: “Basically, when you’re making the

movie, it’s really detail by detail, shot by shot. It’s very plastic and sculptural for me, making

movies. It’s got a lot to do with space and three dimensions and moving through space. No

more than a sculptor can really think of the themes of what he’s doing—you’re working with

stone or whatever it is, and you’re trying to get the chisel to work and … that’s how it feels.”Film

critic Amy Taubin has long been one of the finest writers on Cronenberg’s films, and her

conversations in Film Comment about A Dangerous Method and Cosmopolis are rich in insight.

Discussing Sigmund Freud, one of the main subjects of the former film, Cronenberg says, “Part

of the genius of Freud was that he insisted that the human body wasn’t separate from the

psyche—that things that happen in your body manifest themselves in your mind and vice

versa. So his ‘talking cure’ is not just speaking. It’s addressing the body as well, because

speech is body. And that’s something Freud understood and we use that understanding in the

movie.”At the time of publication of this book, Maps to the Stars was Cronenberg’s latest film.

Graham Fuller’s Film Comment interview deftly connects the film to the director’s earlier work

and also shows that beyond being an ostensible satire of Hollywood, the film is also a ghost

story in keeping with his earlier films. “My approach is that ghosts are like memories—you

might be haunted by your dead parents, whose voices you can hear in your head, whose

presence is almost physical,” says the director.In 2014, Cronenberg published his first novel,

Consumed. How he will balance the competing impulses to write novels and make movies is

one of the topics of Candice McCarty-Williams interview.Whichever medium he chooses, it is

clear that Cronenberg will continue to transform and evolve, but that he will also be a creator

and philosopher who is willing to break boundaries and to provoke, while exploring nothing less

than the fundamental nature of the human experience.I would like to thank all of the writers



included in this book for their perceptive and thoughtful work: William Beard, David Breskin,

Piers Handling, George Hickenlooper, Gary Indiana, Dennis Lim, Richard Porton, Nicolas

Rapold, Carrie Rickey, Amy Taubin, Graham Fuller, Gavin Smith, and Candice Carty-Williams.

All of them brought curiosity, intelligence, and wit to their conversations with the director. I have

had the great pleasure of meeting and interviewing David Cronenberg over the years since

presenting a complete retrospective at Museum of the Moving Image in 1992. He is a genius

and a mensch, and one of the wittiest people I have ever known. I want to thank David for

sharing time with me and for the many more hours I’ve spent thinking about his movies. This

project has been a labor of love, and finally and most importantly, I want to thank the real loves

of my life: my sons, Caleb and Oliver, and the eternally patient, loving, and radiant woman I

share my life with, Nancy Sidewater.DS

Chronology1943Born March 15, in Toronto, to Esther (nee Sumberg) and Milton

Cronenberg.1963Enters University of Toronto, switches from the Honors Science program to

Honors English Language and Literature in his first year.1966Makes first short film,

Transfer.1967Makes second short film, From the Drain.1969Directs experimental feature film

Stereo.1979Directs experimental feature film Crimes of the Future.1972Marries first wife,

Margaret Hindson.1975Directs first commercial feature film, Shivers (known in the US as They

Came from Within), a science-fiction horror film set in a Montreal high-rise

apartment.1976Directs Rabid, his second body-horror feature film, starring Marilyn

Chambers.1977Divorces Hindson.1979Directs The Brood, a horror film about a woman who

gives birth to manifestations of her psychological turmoil, and Fast Company, an action film set

in the world of car racing.1979Marries second wife, Carolyn Zeifman.1980Directs Scanners, a

science-fiction horror film about a group of people with lethal telepathic powers, most famous

for its image of an exploding head.1983Directs Videodrome, a multilayered science-fiction film

about a TV signal that infects its viewers, creating deadly and erotically charged hallucinations.

It is the first of his films to be released by a Hollywood studio, Universal.1983Directs The Dead

Zone, an adaptation of a Stephen King novel.1986Directs The Fly, his biggest box-office

success. It is a new version of the 1950s science-fiction film about a scientist who turns into a

fly.1988Directs Dead Ringers, based on a true story about murderous twin gynecologists,

featuring Jeremy Irons in a double performance. Wins Genie Awards for Best Picture, Best

Director, and Best Adapted Screenplay.1991Directs Naked Lunch, an adaptation of the

landmark avant-garde novel by William S. Burroughs.1992Career retrospective at Museum of

the Moving Image, New York.1993Directs M. Butterfly, an adaptation of the popular David

Henry Hwang play about a French diplomat who is infatuated for twenty years with a Chinese

opera singer and unaware that the singer is a male.1996Directs Crash, an adaptation of J. G.

Ballard’s novel about a group of people who find erotic pleasure in car crashes. Controversial

for its particular blend of violence and sex, it also won a special Jury Prize at the Cannes Film

Festival.1999Directs eXistenZ, his first film since Videodrome based on an original screenplay.

The film is about a game designer who must enter the world of her virtual reality game to

escape assassination attempts. Is President of Official Competition Jury, Cannes Film

Festival2002Directs Spider, an adaptation of Patrick McGrath’s psychological drama about a

mentally disturbed man, recently released from a halfway house, who tries to reconstruct

memories of a childhood trauma.2005Directs A History of Violence, an adaptation of a graphic

novel by John Wagner and Vince Locke, about a diner owner whose Midwestern family life

hides a violent past.2007Directs Eastern Promises, co-written with Steven Knight, a thriller set

in the world of the Russian mafia in London.2008Directs opera The Fly, with music by Howard



Shore and libretto by David Henry Hwang. Premieres in Paris.2011Directs A Dangerous

Method, a drama about the rivalry between Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung and centered on the

treatment of a woman for hysteria.2012Directs Cosmopolis, an adaptation of Don DeLillo’s

novel about the odyssey of a young billionaire financier across the city in his

limousine.2013Exhibition David Cronenberg: Evolution opens at TIFF Bell Lightbox, Toronto.

The exhibition tours internationally through 2017.2014Directs Maps to the Stars, an adaptation

of the satirical and psychological dark novel by Bruce Wagner set in Hollywood. Publishes first

novel, Consumed, about a pair of violence-obsessed journalists who get entangled in the

murder of a French philosopher.2017Carolyn Cronenberg dies.2018Receives the Golden Lion

for Lifetime Achievement at the 75th Venice International Film Festival

FilmographyTRANSFER (1966)Director, screenplay, editor, and cinematography: David

CronenbergCast: Mort Ritts, Rafe Macpherson, Stefan Nosko7 minutes / ColorFROM THE

DRAIN (1967)Director, screenplay, editor, and cinematography: David CronenbergCast: Mort

Ritts, Stephen Nosko14 minutes / ColorSTEREO (1969)Production company: Emergent

FilmsProducer, director, screenplay, cinematography, and editor: David CronenbergCast:

Ronald Mlodzik, Iain Ewing, Jack Messinger, Clara Meyer, Paul Mulholland, Arlene Mlodzik,

Glenn McCauley65 minutes / Black-and-whiteCRIMES OF THE FUTURE (1970)Production

company: Emergent Films, with the participation of the Canadian Film Development

CorporationProducer, director, screenplay, cinematography, and editor: David CronenbergCast:

Ronald Mlodzik (Adrian Tripod), John Lidolt, Tania Zolty, Jack Messinger, Iain Ewing, Rafe

Macpherson, Willem Poolman, Donald Owen, Norman Snider, Stephen Czernicki65 minutes /

ColorShort films for French television: TOURETTES, LETTER FROM MICHEL-ANGELO, JIM

RITCHIE SCULPTOR (1971)Producer, director, writer, photographer, and editor: David

CronenbergTourettes and Letter from Michelangelo narrated by Paul Mulholland27 minutes

each“Fillers” for Canadian television: DON VALLEY, FORT YORK, LAKESHORE, WINTER

GARDEN, SCARBOROUGH BLUES, IN THE DIRT (1972)Producer, director, writer,

photographer, and editor: David CronenbergPROGRAMME X: “SECRET

WEAPONS” (1972)Production company: Emergent Films, for Canadian Broadcasting

CorporationProducer: George JonasDirector: David CronenbergWriter: Norman SniderMusic:

SyrinxCast: Charles Oberdorf (himself, host), Lister Sinclair (voice-over), Barbara O’Kelly

(motorcycle gang leader), Norman Snider (the wise man), Vernon Chapman (the bureaucrat),

Ronald Mlodzik, Bruce Martin, Tom Skudra, Moses Smith, Michael Spence22 minutes /

ColorSHIVERS (AKA THEY CAME FROM WITHIN, THE PARASITE MURDERS)

(1975)Production company: DAL Productions LTD, with the participation of the Canadian Film

Development CorporationProducers: Ivan Reitman, John Dunning, and André LinkDirector,

screenplay: David CronenbergCinematography: Robert SaadArt direction: Erla

GlisermanEditor: Patrick DoddMusic: Ivan ReitmanCast: Paul Hampton (Roger St. Luc), Joe

Silver (Rollo Linsky), Lynn Lowry (Forsythe), Allan Migicovsky (Nicholas Tudor), Susan Petrie

(Janine Tudor), Barbara Steele (Betts), Ronald Mlodzik (Merrick), Barrie Baldero (Detective

Heller), Camille Ducharme (Mr. Guilbault), Hanna Posnanka (Mrs. Guilbault) 87 minutes /

ColorPEEP SHOW: “THE VICTIM” (1976)Air date: January 22, 1976Production company:

Canadian Broadcasting CorporationProducers: Deborah Peaker, George Bloomfield, and

Gerald MayerDirector: David CronenbergScreenplay: P. Brimson and Ty HallerCast: Cedric

Smith, Jonathan Welsh, Janet Wright27 minutes / ColorPEEP SHOW: “THE LIE

CHAIR” (1976)Air date: February 12, 1976Production company: Canadian Broadcasting

CorporationProducer: Eoin SprottDirector: David CronenbergScreenplay: David



ColeCinematographers: Eamon Beglan, George Clements, Tom Farquharson, and Peter

BrimsonArt direction: Rudi DornCast: Amelia Hall (Mildred), Susan Hogan (Carol), Richard

Monette (Neil), Doris Petrie (Mrs. Rogers)27 minutes / ColorTELEPLAY: “THE ITALIAN

MACHINE” (1976)Production company: Canadian Broadcasting CorporationProducer: Stephen

PatrickDirector, screenplay: David CronenbergCinematography: Nicholas EvdemomEditor:

David DenovanMusic: Patrick RussellArt direction: Peter DouetCast: Gary McKeehan (Lionel),

Frank Moore (Fred), Hardee Lineham (Bug), Chuck Shamata (Reinhardt), Louis Negin

(Mouette), Toby Tarnow (Lana), Geza Kovacs (Ricardo), Cedirc Smith (Luke)30 minutes /

ColorRABID (1977)Production company: Cinema Entertainment Enterprises, with the

participation of the Canadian Film Development CorporationProducer: John DunningDirector,

screenplay: David CronenbergCinematography: René VerzierArt direction: Claude

MarchandEditor: Jean LafleurMusic: Ivan ReitmanCast: Marilyn Chambers (Rose), Frank

Moore (Hart Read), Joe Silver (Murray Cypher), Howard Ryshpan (Dr. Dan Keloid), Patricia

Gage (Dr. Roxanne Keloid), Susan Roman (Mindy Kent), J. Roger Périard (Lloyd Walsh), Lynne

Deragon (Nurse Louise)91 minutes / ColorFAST COMPANY (1979)Production company:

Quadrant Films, Canadian Film Development CorporationProducers: Michael Lebowitz, Peter

O’Brian, and Courtney SmithDirector: David CronenbergScreenplay: David Cronenberg, Phil

Savath, and Courtney Smith, with story by Alan TreenCinematography: Mark IrwinArt direction:

Carol SpierEditor: Ronald SandersMusic: Fred MolinCast: William Smith (Lonnie “Lucky Man”

Johnson), Claudia Jennings (Sammy), John Saxon (Phil Adamson), Nicholas Campbell (Billy

“The Kid” Brooker)91 minutes / ColorTHE BROOD (1979)Production companies: Victor

Solnicki Productions, Elgin International Films, Canadian Film Development Corporation, and

Mutual ProductionsProducer: Claude HerouxDirector, screenplay: David

CronenbergCinematography: Mark IrwinArt direction: Carol SpierEditor: Alan CollinsMusic:

Howard ShoreCast: Oliver Reed (Hal Raglan), Samantha Eggar (Nola Carveth), Art Hindle

(Frank Carveth), Cindy Hinds (Candice Carvath), Henry Beckman (Barton Kelly), Nuala

Fitzgerald (Juliana Kelly)92 minutes / ColorSCANNERS (1981)Production companies: Victor

Solnicki Productions, Filmpan, and Canadian Film Development CorporationProducer: Claude

HerouxDirector, screenplay: David CronenbergCinematography: Mark IrwinArt direction: Carol

SpierEditor: Ronald SandersMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Jennifer O’Neill (Kim Obrist), Stephen

Lack (Cameron Vale), Patrick McGoohan (Doctor Paul Ruth), Lawrence Z. Dane (Braedon

Keller), Michael Ironside (Darryl Revok), Robert Silverman (Benjamin Pierce), Adam Ludwig

Arno Crostic), Mavor Moore (Trevellyan)103 minutes / ColorVIDEODROME (1983)Production

companies: Victor Solnicki Productions, Filmplan, and Canadian Film Development

CorporationProducer: Claude HerouxDirector, screenplay: David CronenbergCinematography:

Mark IrwinArt direction: Carol SpierEditor: Ronald SandersMusic: Howard ShoreCast: James

Woods (Max Renn), Deborah Harry (Nicki Brand), Sonja Smits (Bianca O’Blivion), Peter

Dvorsky (Harlan), Les Carlson (Barry Convex), Jack Creley (Brian O’Blivion), Lynne Gorman

(Masha)87 minutes / ColorTHE DEAD ZONE (1983)Production companies: Dino De Laurentiis

Company and Lorimar Film EntertainmentProducer: Debra HillDirector: David

CronenbergScreenplay: David Cronenberg and Jeffrey Boam, from the novel by Stephen

KingCinematography: Mark IrwinArt direction: Carol SpierEditor: Ronald SandersMusic:

Howard ShoreCast: Christopher Walken (Johnny Smith), Brooke Adams (Sarah Bracknell),

Tom Skerritt (Sheriff Bannerman), Herbert Lom (Dr. Sam Weizak), Anthony Zerbe (Roger

Stuart), Colleen Dewhurst (Henrietta Dodd), Martin Sheen (Greg Stillson)103 minutes /

ColorTHE FLY (1986)Production company: BrooksfilmsProducer: Stuart CornfeldDirector:

David CronenbergScreenplay: David Cronenberg and Charles Edward Pogue, based on the



short story by George LangelaanCinematography: Mark IrwinArt direction: Carol SpierEditor:

Ronald SandersMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Jeff Goldblum (Seth Brundle), Geena Davis

(Veronica Qualfe),John Getz (Stathis Borans), Joy Boushel (Tawny), Leslie Carlson (Dr.

Cheevers), George Chuvalo (Marky)95 minutes / ColorFRIDAY THE 13TH: “FAITH

HEALER” (1988)Original air date: February 13, 1988Production companies: Hometown Films

and Paramount TelevisionProducers: Iain Paterson and Ronald SandersDirector: David

CronenbergScreenplay: Christine CornishCinematography: Rodney ChartersEditor: Gary L.

SmithArt direction: Stephen RoloffMusic: Fred MollinCast: John D. LeMay (Ryan Dallion),

Louise Robey (Micki Foster), Chris Wiggins (Jack Marshak), Miguel Fernandes (Stewart

Fishoff), Robert Silverman (Jerry Scott), John Bethune (man in wheelchair), Lynne Gorman

(Sylvia), Robert King (faith healer)26 minutes / ColorDEAD RINGERS (1988)Production

companies: Mantle Clinic II, Morgan Creek Productions, and Telefilm CanadaProducers: Marc

Boyman and David CronenbergDirector: David CronenbergScreenplay: David Cronenberg and

Norman Snider, based on the novel Twins by Bari Wood and Jack GeaslandCinematography:

Peter SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt direction: Carol SpierMusic: Howard ShoreCast:

Jeremy Irons (Beverly Mantle/Elliot Mantle), Genevieve Bujold (Claire Niveau), Heidi Von

Palleske (Cary), Barbara Gordon (Danuta), Shirley Douglas (Laura), Stephen Lack (Anders

Wolleck), Nick Nichlls (Leo), Lynn Cormack (Arlene)115 minutes / ColorPublic service

announcements for Ontario Hydro: “Hot Showers,” “Laundry,” “Cleaners,”

“Timers” (1989)Commercials for Caramilk chocolate candy: “Bistro,”

“Surveillance” (1990)Production company: Partners’ Film CompanyAd agency: Scali McCabe

SlovesDirector: David CronenbergCommercial for Nike: “Transformation” (1990)Production

company: Partners’ Film CompanyAd agency: Wieden and KennedyDirector: David

CronenbergSCALES OF JUSTICE: “REGINA VS. LOGAN” (1990)Production company:

Canadian Broadcasting CorporationProducers: Carol Reynolds and George JonasDirector:

David CronenbergScreenplay: Maichael Tait and George JonasCinematography: Rodney

ChartersEditor: Ronald SandersMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Barbara Turnbull (herself), Richard

Yearwood (Cliff), Desmond Campbell (Hugh), Mark Ferguson (Warren)SCALES OF JUSTICE:

“REGINA VS. HORVATH” (1991)Production company: Canadian Broadcasting

CorporationProducers: Carol Reynolds and George JonasDirector: David

CronenbergScreenplay: Maichael Tait and George JonasCinematography: Rodney

ChartersEditor: Ronald SandersArt direction: Carol SpierMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Justin

Louis (John Horvath), Les Carlson (Larry Proke), Len Doncheff (John Molnar), Kurt Reis (Mr.

Justice Gould), Michael Caruana (Mr. R. D. Schantz)NAKED LUNCH (1991)Production

companies: Jeremy Thomas Presents, with the participation of Telefilm Canada, Ontario Film

Development Corporation, Film Trustees Ltd., Pierson Heldring Pierson, and Nippon Film

Development and FinanceProducer: Jeremy Thomas and Gabriella MartinelliDirector: David

CronenbergScreenplay: David Cronenberg, from the novel by William

BurroughsCinematography: Peter SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt direction: Carol

SpierMusic: Howard Shore and Ornette ColemanCast: Peter Weller (Bill Lee), Judy Davis

(Joan Lee, Joan Frost), Roy Scheider (Doctor Benway), Ian Holm (Tom Frost), Julian Sands

(Yves Cloquet), Michael Zelniker (Martin), Nicholas Campbell (Hank), Monique Mercure

(Fadela), Joseph Scorsiani (Kiki), Robert Silverman (Hans)115 minutes / ColorM. BUTTERFLY

(1993)Production company: Geffen PicturesProducer: Gabriella MartinelliDirector: David

CronenbergScreenplay: David Henry Hwang, based on his playCinematographer: Peter

SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt direction: Carol SpierMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Jeremy

Irons (Rene Gallimard), John Lone (Song Lilling), Barbara Sukowa (Jeanne Gallimard), Ian



Richardson (Ambassador Toulon), Annabelle Leventon (Frau Baden), Shizuko Hoshi (Comrade

Chin)101 minutes / ColorCRASH (1996)Production companies: Alliance Communications

Corporation, Recorded Picture Company, Movie Network, and Telefilm CanadaProducers:

Jeremy Thomas, David Cronenberg, Stephane Reichel, and Marilyn StonehouseDirector:

David CronenbergScreenplay: David Cronenberg, from the novel by J. G.

BallardCinematographer: Peter SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt direction: Carol

SpierMusic: Howard ShoreCast: James Spader (James Ballard), Holly Hunter (Helen

Remington), Elias Koteas (Vaughan), Deborah Kara Unger (Catherine Ballard), Rosanna

Arquette (Gabrielle), Peter MacNeill (Colin Seagrave)100 minutes / ColorEXISTENZ

(1999)Production companies: Dimension Films, Alliance Atlantis Communications, Canadian

Television Fund, Natural Nylon Entertainment, Serendipity Point Films, Harold Greenberg

Fund, Movie Network, Telefilm Canada, and Union General CinematographiqueProducers:

Robert Lantos, Andra Hamori, and David CronenbergDirector, screenplay: David

CronenbergCinematographer: Peter SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt direction: Carol

SpierMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Jennifer Jason Leigh (Allegra Geller), Jude Law (Ted Pikul),

Ian Holm (Kiri Vinokur), Willem Dafoe (Gas), Don McKellar (Yevgeny Nourish), Callum Keith

Rennie (Hugo Carlaw), Christopher Eccleston (seminar leader), Sarah Polley (Merle), Robert

Silverman (D’Arcy Nadr)97 minutes / ColorCAMERA (2000)Part of the series Preludes for the

Toronto International Film FestivalProducers: Niv Fiuchman, Jody Shapiro, and Jennifer

WeissDirector, screenplay: David CronenbergCinematography: Andre PienaarEditor: Ronald

SandersArt direction: Carol SpierMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Les Carlson (the actor), Marc

Donato (lead), Harrison Kane (lead), Kyle Kass (lead), Natasha La Force, Katie Lai, Daniel

Magder (director), Chloe Randle-Resi, Stephanie Sams, Camille Schniffer (lead)6 minutes /

ColorSPIDER (2002)Production companies: Odeon Films, Grosvenor Park Productions,

Catherine Bailey Ltd., Capitol Films, Artists Independent Network, Telefilm Canada, and

Metropolitan FilmsProducers: Catherine Bailey, Samuel Hadda, and David CronenbergDirector:

David CronenbergScreenplay: Patrick McGrath, based on his novelCinematographer: Peter

SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SanderArt direction: Andrew SandersMusic: Howard ShoreCast:

Ralph Fiennes (Spider), Miranda Richardson (Yvonne/Mrs. Cleg), Gabriel Byrne (Bill Cleg),

Lynn Redgrave (Mrs. Wilkinson), John Neville (Terrence), Bradley Hall (Spider Boy)98

minutes / ColorA HISTORY OF VIOLENCE (2005)Production companies: New Line Cinema,

BenderSpink, and Media I! Filmproduktion Munchen & CompanyProducers: Chris Bender and

J. C. SpinkDirector: David CronenbergScreenplay: Josh Olson, from the graphic novel by John

Wagner and Vince LockeCinematographer: Peter SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt

direction: Carol SpierMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Viggo Mortensen (Tom Stall/Joey Cusack),

Maria Bello (Edie Stall), Ed Harris (Carl Fogarty), William Hurt (Richie Cusack), Ashton

Holmes (Jack Stall), Heidi Hayes (Sarah Stall), Peter MacNeill (Sheriff Sam Carney)96

minutes / ColorAT THE SUICIDE OF THE LAST JEW IN THE WORLD IN THE LAST CINEMA

IN THE WORLD (2007)Short film for the omnibus To Each His Own Cinema (Chacun Son

Cinema) Produced by the Cannes Film Festival 60th AnniversaryDirector and screenplay:

David CronenbergMade in collaboration with Brandon Cronenberg, Carolyn Zeifman, and John

BannisterMusic: Howard ShoreCast: David Cronenberg (Last Jew), Jesse Collins (Rob), Gina

Clayton (Sherry)EASTERN PROMISES (2007)Production companies: Focus Features, Kudos

Film and Television, BBC Films, Serendipity Point Films, Corus Entertainment, Scion Films,

Shine Pictures, Astral Media, and Telefilm CanadaProducers: Robert Lantos and Paul

WebsterDirector: David CronenbergScreenplay: Steven KnightCinematographer: Peter

SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt direction: Carol SpierMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Viggo



Mortensen (Nikolai Luzhin), Naomi Watts (Anna Khitrova), Vincent Cassel (Kirill), Armin

Mueller-Stahl (Semyon), Mina E. Mina (Azim), Sinead Cusack (Helen), Jerzy Skolimowski

(Stepan), Sarah-Jeanne Labrosse (Tatiana), Aleksander Mikic (Soyka).100 minutes / ColorA

DANGEROUS METHOD (2011)Production companies: Recorded Picture Company, Lago Film,

Prospero Pictures, Millbrook Pictures, Telefilm Canada, Ontario Media Development

Corporation, and Corus EntertainmentProducers: Jeremy Thomas, Martin Katz, and Marco

MehlitzDirector: David CronenbergScreenplay: Christopher Hampton, from his

playCinematography: Peter SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt direction: James

McAteerMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Keira Knightley (Sabine Spielrein), Viggo Mortensen

(Sigmund Freud), Michael Fassbender (Carl Jung), Vincent Cassel (Otto Gross), Sarah Gadon

(Emma Jung), Andre Hennicke (Professor Eugen Bleuler)99 minutes / ColorCOSMOPOLIS

(2012)Production companies: Alfama Films, Prospero Pictures, Kinologic Films, France 2

Cinema, Jouror Productions, and Leopardo FilmesProducers: Paulo Branco and Martin

KatzDirector: David CronenbergScreenplay: David Cronenberg, from the novel by Don

DeLilloCinematographer: Peter SuschitzkyEditor: Ronald SandersArt director: Arv

GreywalMusic: Howard ShoreCast: Robert Pattinson (as Eric Parker), Sarah Gadon (Elise

Shifrin), Paul Giamatti (Benno Levin), Kevin Durand (Torval), Abdul Ayoola (Ibrahim Hamadou),

Juliette Binoche (Didi Fancher), Samantha Morton (Vija Kinsky)109 minutes / ColorTHE NEST

(2013)Commissioned by EYE Film InstituteDirector: David CronenbergCast: Evelyne Brochu,

David Cronenberg9 minutesMAPS TO THE STARS (2014)

Colleen, “What is Cronenbergian?. If you’re the type of film consumer that buys boutique Blu-

ray releases, from the Criterion Collection or Arrow Films than you know one of the major

selling points of such a release is the booklet. Which may have scholarly film essays or even

better, an extensive interview from the director of the film. University Press of Mississippi has

been instrumental for decades now in collecting some of the most exhaustive interviews from

some of the most celebrated film directors across many film genres. The director of such films

as Videodrome, Naked Lunch, Crash (the much more interesting 1996 film based on J.G.

Ballard’s novel) and History of Violence, has finally joined the “Conversation with Filmmakers”

series. David Cronenberg has a rather disgustingly groundbreaking and distinguished body of

work that one could argue over the course of his film career, much like one of the plots of the

films has metamorphosed into perhaps the most consistent film director of his generation.This

perfectly and thoughtfully curated series of interviews, which kicks-off with the comprehensive

and hard to find 1983 career retrospective by William Beard and Piers Handling from the

collection of critical essays on Cronenberg’s early films. Reading through the two 80’s

interviews that throughly exam the body horror films in which Cronenberg happily shows us

images that were in the public consciousness but never fully realized on the cinema screen it

becomes crystal clear why the Cronenbergian film would transcend their times and continue to

gather significant traction into the 21st century. The ability of Cronenberg to adapt over the

decades are in these interviews.What’s interesting to note is if you’re familiar with this book

series then you are often told by the editor that; these are interviews over the span of many

years and often the subject will repeat the same answers. In this case I think it’s significant that

Cronenberg’s answers have a tendency to adapt over time perhaps in the complexity of

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/RxVYV/David-Cronenberg-Interviews-Conversations-with-Filmmakers-Series


reflection or just a simple willingness to collaborate with the interviewer to exam the question

being asked in a new way. If you’re a fan of David Cronenberg this book is as essential as any

of the films in his filmography.”

Michael D. Drucker, “The David Cronenberg Interviews are fascinating!. I thoroughly enjoyed

this dense and thoughtfully assembled collection of interviews with the great master of

cinema.Hearing from Cronenberg in his own voice reveals so much about the filmmaker, his

beliefs, his quirks and his commitment to his craft.I was so impressed by what a deeply

intelligent thinker he is, and how philosophical he is about the world around us.David Schwartz

does an outstanding job pulling this collection together, and his passion for the subject comes

through loud and clear.Whether you’re a fan of Cronenberg’s work, a cinema lover, or someone

who enjoys hearing from a groundbreaking maverick who’s made a significant impact on his

craft, you will love this book.A great read!”

Molly Haskell, “A brilliant and fascinating book.. This brainy, deep dive into Cronenberg by

interviewers who are more than up to the task, covers the director's background, his literary as

well as cinematic tastes, analyses of the individual films, all without a wasted word. A must not

just for Cronenberg fans but for movie lovers in general.Molly Haskell”

The book by David Schwartz has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 13 people have provided feedback.
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